






“In the [AIR FORCE] it would be perfectly normal if not preferred for the commander to not be flying the aircraft”

“… if the PIC is flying when something goes awry, he/she should exchange controls as soon as practicable and 

manage the situation.”

“in [AIRLINE A] over 30 years ago and they had a 'Captain Kirk' attitude to management. They even had monitored 

approaches which was when WX fell below certain criteria the first officer had to fly the approach. I loved it but 

they also realised that you had to have well trained first officers, not just seat fillers.”

“When I did my command training at [AIRLINE B] I was horrified to learn that to hand over control of the aircraft to 

the FO was considered a bad thing… The Captain was to save the day.”



“In [AIRLINE X] the books mandate for the Captain to be PF in emergencies, in [AIRLINE Y] the Captain had 

discretion which I thought was much more constructive.”

“Occasional events I’ve had over the years I’ve found it more efficient to let the FO be PF (especially if they are 

doing it proficiently) which frees me up to monitor the situation and manage the communications with ATC, 

Company, Engineering, Cabin Crew, and Passengers. It also enables better monitoring of the PF and offering 

guidance or takeover if required.”

“I hope that airlines might pull themselves out of the deep rut of tradition and take the effective approach 

you recommend“







• Moves automation to where it belongs in the cockpit hierarchy











Source: NLR (2010)
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